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The Dodge Charger boasts a comfortable ride, capable handling, vintage styling, a roomy cabin,
and, of course, Hemi V8 power and performance. Downsides to the Charger include a somewhat
flighty steering feel, difficult rear entry and exit, impeded side and rear visibility, and a base V6
engine that gulps more than its share of gas, yet barely gets out of its own way. The Charger
sedan, while targeted at a specific audience, nevertheless offers a competent ride and enough
powerful performance attributes to appeal to just about anyone under seventy. All in all,
muscle-bound image or not, the midlevel Charger trims fill the family sedan niche nicely, and
look sharp doing it. As the last of the American muscle cars, the Dodge Charger occupies a
unique place in the U. There are indeed many out there who appreciate retro styling,
gas-guzzling V8 power, and weighty ride characteristics. But make no mistake, the Charger is
meant to be a throwback to the days of bold styling, rear-wheel-drive power, iron engines, iron
men â€” and cheap gas. A roomy cabin and capacious trunk are staples of Chrysler sedans, and
the Charger is no exception. Standard comfort and convenience amenities are plentiful,
especially in the higher trim levels, and options packages, though traditionally confusing, are
reasonably comprehensive. Safety, never a strong suit with lower-end Dodge and Chrysler
vehicles, is at least given a slight nod in the Base Charger with front and rear disc brakes, as
well as optional ABS, traction and stability control, and front and rear head airbags. Meanwhile,
the upper-echelon trims sport these common safety features as standard equipment. From what
reviewers describe as a clunky, inefficient 2. The Base Charger carries the standard 2. The SXT
begins to show some beef with its standard 3. This monster is managed by the standard
five-speed auto-manual transmission to pound out hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm.
While dismissing the 2. The beefy Dodge Charger is claimed by professional reviewers to ride
tolerably well over most road imperfections, though the V8-equipped trims with their more rigid
suspension systems fared a bit worse than their V6-carrying siblings on uneven pavement.
Never, however, was the ride considered overly harsh. A bit of float on dips and peaks in the
road is noticed by some reviewers, but not to the extent that it affects drivability or passenger
comfort. The entire Charger lineup features an independent, long- and short-arm front
suspension, stabilizer bars, and multi-link rear suspensions. Braking is considered
better-than-adequate, with one review timing a V8-equipped Charger at in less than 17 seconds.
Pedal feel, however, needs some tweaking, according to a number of reviewers. The Charger
Base SE offers a commendable number of standard creature comforts, including front cloth
bucket seats, power windows, door locks, and mirrors, cruise control, telescoping tilt-wheel
steering, center and overhead storage consoles, air conditioning, front and rear floor mats,
keyless entry, and a single-CD player with 66 watts of power and four speakers. Six Boston
Acoustics speakers, watts of audio power, inch aluminum wheels, and leather-trimmed
upholstery are available to the SXT when the Customer Preference Package is selected, while a
power sunroof and Sirius back-seat video entertainment are available as stand-alone options. A
number of suspension and appearance options can also turn the SXT into a mean-looking
machine. Options include Bluetooth technology, touch-screen DVD navigation, and upgraded
audio components, all available with the SXT trim as well. Reviewers note the roominess of the
Charger's cabin, its user-amenable gauges and controls, as well as, of course, the muted
thunder of the V8 engines. A few reviewers voiced minor complaints regarding the steering
wheel blocking a gauge or two and the placing of one or two buttons too low on the dash for
comfort. For some reason, Chrysler has decided to remove the dual front side-mounted airbags
from a number of its vehicles, including the Dodge Charger. This has resulted in the Charger
receiving less than stellar side-impact safety scores in various government testing. The Base
Charger, meanwhile, lacks standard antilock brakes ABS as well as traction and stability
control, though both are optional. Front and rear head airbags, however, are standard across
the lineup. All other Charger trims do offer four-wheel ABS and traction and stability control.
Despite losing its front side-mounted airbags, the Charger earned five stars for front and side
impact protection, and four stars for rollover protection from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration NHTSA. Owners of the Dodge Charger are obviously taken with its sheer
muscle, retro look, and, perhaps, a bit of nostalgia for the Duke clan of Hazzard County. There
are a few things, however, that draw some negative comments, among them, the poor
performance, both in acceleration and fuel economy, of the base 2. The 3. The base four-speed
automatic transmission draws complaints for its elderly design and clunky performance.
Steering feel is an issue with some owners, though more as an annoyance than as a driving
defect. Poor seats, allowing for too much slipping and sliding, are mentioned as a nuisance by a
few owners, while difficult entry and exit though the rear doors is a problem for others. Both the
Boston Acoustics and Kicker premium audio systems are considered de rigor for many owners,
as is a reasonably spacious rear seat area. Ride comfort, an easy-to-use optional DVD
navigation system, and four-door convenience also impress numerous owners. Have Laptop.

Will Travel. I'm retired and travelling the country in a 34' motor home. I'm really digging meeting
people. The plan is to visit all the national parks in the continental US, then cruise to Alaska to
visit Denali, and to Hawaii to check out Haleakala and the Hawaii Volcano's national parks.
Anyhow, when I'm not horsing the motor home around the roadways, I'm tooting around in the
Ford Focus that we tow behind, or making runs to Home Depot and various malls with the F that
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safe. Very friendly. I recommend these guys to all. Quick responses, transparent, and honest.
Would do business with again. Thanks so much! I really appreciate the follow up and
information they provided. I would recommend. The sales person was very knowledgeable and
very nice and friendly like we knew each other for quiet some times and I will visit again when
doing my car shopping thanks a lot guys at auto mart. I called them, and got the info and picture
I needed to determine the car I was interested in. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to show up - since
it was pretty distant to my location. Nonetheless, I am grateful for the info and timely response.
Dealership was very responsive to emails and very pleasant when I went in for test drive. No
pressure and good selection; even though I chose to not buy they were still nice on their
follow-ups. Nice to find a smaller dealer that cares! These guys are very great to deal with. The
dealers there are all personable. I had Khuda for my buying experience and he was phenomenal
in helping me, no pressure or gimmicks, to purchase the vehicle I did. They even made sure that
the vehicle was ready when I was to test drive. I certainly give them 6 out of 5 stars if I could,
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suggest buying a vehicle from Century, I plan to do business with them again. I was given the
information I requested and times I could see the car and drive it, though I found cars closer so I
never saw this one. The car was not available but Besi told me of another car. We drove an hour
to the dealership for our appointment and the car did not arrive for us to look at for 90 minutes.
The car was not in the shape we were led to believe and we did not purchase. I would not
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subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
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